
How to Search for Classes

This guide will provide detailed information on how to find courses, their 
descriptions, and more. 



To start the process of searching  
for classes, first log on to the
Portal and go to Knightvision.



Next, select the Webadvisor for  
Students and then pick the
Registration tab that will appear  
in a drop down menu.



Underneath the Registration  
tab, three more options will
appear. Select the Search for  
Sections option.



This will bring you to the Search  
for Sections homepage. The
various parts will be broken down  
in the next few slides.



In this section, you will be able to  
order books for classes, print out
the entire list of classes and the  
times they are offered (This is help-
ful for planning your schedule), and  
see which courses have petition
seats available. Petition seats are a
way of reserving spaces in a course,
i.e. for majors and minors. Stu-
dents can request admittance to
the course by submitting a form  
available in the registrar’s office or  
on the registrar’s portal page.



In order to find classes, you only  
need to fill out the Term and one
other section, but the more  
options you fill out, the more  
specific the results will get.  

(NOTE: If you are not looking for
a specific course, filling out just  
the Term and Subject should  
help you find the most options  
available)



Here are more options to  
help you find specific
courses. If you have other
obligations to schedule  
around such as an  
internship or sports team,
this can be helpful to find  
classes during specific  
hours.



This shows all the various
courses available within the
parameters you set in the  
prior steps. Here you can  
see the time the class  
happens, the faculty  
member teaching the  
course, as well as credits  
received and how many  
seats are still available in  
the course.



There will often be  
multiple pages of
courses available so
make sure to explore  
those as well.



Once you select a course,  
the description and
various other pieces of  
information will be  
provided. Look through  
this to see if the course is
a good fit for you.

Important: Make sure to 
check for course 
restrictions and pre-
requisites, which limit 
who can register for a 
particular course.

In this section, you will see the course’s instructor and contact 
information, as well as the meeting days and times.  
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